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What I advise you to do is, not to be unhappy before the crisis comes; since it may be that the dangers before which you paled as if 

they were threatening you, will never come upon you; they certainly have not yet come. 

Accordingly, some things torment us more than they ought; some torment us before they ought; and some torment us when they 

ought not to torment us at all. We are in the habit of exaggerating, or imagining, or anticipating, sorrow. 

—Seneca 

 

Emerging From Worryability 
 

Welcome 
Today we continue to reflect on the question, “What does it mean to be a people of emergence?” Today we 

are thinking about how worry sometimes keeps us from emerging into the people we are meant to become.  

 

This is not a new problem. The first century Roman philosopher, statesman, and dramatist, Seneca, wrote a 

letter to his friend, Lucilius, in which he said, “There are more things, Lucilius, likely to frighten us than there 

are to crush us; we suffer more often in imagination than in reality.”  

 

The Covenant 
(Read in unison)                 

L. Griswold Williams 

 

LOVE IS THE DOCTRINE OF THIS CHURCH, 

THE QUEST OF TRUTH IS ITS SACRAMENT, 

AND SERVICE IS ITS PRAYER. 

  

TO DWELL TOGETHER IN PEACE, 

TO SEEK KNOWLEDGE IN FREEDOM, 

TO SERVE HUMAN NEED, 

TO THE END THAT ALL SOULS SHALL 

GROW INTO HARMONY WITH THE DIVINE— 

THUS DO WE COVENANT WITH EACH OTHER. 

                                                                      

Opening Words 
Rev. Carol Allman-Morton                                                   

 

Many of us carry a burden of worry. 

Worries about our health, 

about our families, 

about relationships, 

about our work, 

about money, 

about justice, 

about peace . . . 

 

anxiety about the state of the world. 
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May we trust that nothing will get worse  

for us putting that burden down for a moment. 

 

May we let go of what weighs us down. 

 

May we find that we can set down worry  

for longer and longer periods of time. 

 

In our experience of letting go,  

may we be open to the possibility  

that we need not pick our worries back up. 

 

May we find passion and strength  

to work for change where we have the power to do so,  

and to let go where we do not. 

 

If not forever, let us put down any worries or anxiety,  

for our time of worship. 

 

Chalice Lighting 
(Read in unison) 

Adapted from The Unity Prayer 

 

THE LIGHT OF LOVE SURROUNDS US; 

LOVE ENFOLDS US; 

THE POWER OF LOVE PROTECTS US; 

LOVE WATCHES OVER US; 

WHEREVER WE ARE, LOVE IS! 

 

Wherever we are, love is. 

Whether we arrive  

with sorrows or joys—love is! 

 

Whether we arrive 

feeling grief or gratitude or both— 

love is! 

 

Whether we arrive in need of healing 

or of hope— 

love is! 

 

Time for All Ages 
Alone in the Universe (from Seussical) 

Stephen Flaherty/Lynn Ahrens  

Performed by Luke Williams as Horton; Dylan Carson as JoJo 

Introduced by Director Sharen Camille 
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I've been guarding this clover 

For over a week, getting laughed at 

For thinking a dust speck can speak 

 

Well, let them all laugh 

I'll try not to mind 

For I have found something 

That they'll never find 

 

There are secrets on a leaf 

In the water, in the air 

Hidden planets, tiny worlds, all invisible 

 

Not a person seems to know 

Not a person seems to care 

There is no one who believes a thing I say 

 

Well, I'm fairly certain 

At one time or other 

Great thinkers all feel this way 

 

I'm alone in the universe 

So alone in the universe 

I've found magic but they don't see it 

 

They all call me a lunatic 

Okay, call me a lunatic 

If I stand on my own, so be it 

 

'Cause I have wings 

Yes, I can fly around the moon 

And far beyond the sky 

And one day soon I know there you'll be 

 

One small voice in the universe 

One true friend in the universe 

Who believes in me 

 

I'm alone in the universe 

So alone in the universe 

My own planets and stars are glowing 

Alone in the universe 

 

No one notices anything 

Not one person is listening 

They don't have any way of knowing 
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Nobody knows that 

I have wings, I have wings 

And I can fly, I can fly 

Around the moon and far beyond the sky 

 

Well, someday soon you will hear my plea 

One small voice in the universe 

One true friend in the universe 

Please believe in me 

 

Hello, hello? 

Hello? 

Who's there? 

It's me, JoJo, the Mayor's son 

I'm Horton, the Elephant 

 

Are you real or are you a very large think? 

Oh, I'm real, alright, I would state that in ink 

In my thinks, I imagine a lot of strange things 

And I go to strange places, as if I had wings 

I love a good think 

 

Well, for me that goes double 

Sometimes my thinks are what get me in trouble 

When you think, do you dream? 

In bright colors 

 

Me too and I go to strange places 

Like Solla Sollew 

When you think, do you think you can fly to the stars? 

Ah, little friend, no one else could have thinks such as ours 

 

Yes, I have wings, I have wings 

And I can fly, I can fly 

Around the moon 

And far beyond the sky 

 

You called my name and you set me free 

One small voice in the universe 

One true friend in the universe 

Who believes in me 

 

Goodnight, JoJo 

Goodnight, Horton 

See you in Solla Sollew! 
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Prayer/Meditation 
Holding Reality and Possibility Together 

Rev. Samuel A. Trumbore 

 

I invite you now into a time of gratitude, reflection, renewal and hope. 

 

What an unearned blessing to delight in the calming peace of this space; 

to hear the robin's song again at daybreak; 

to feel the warmth in this room,  

and to enjoy the promise of [spring] almost upon us. 

Each moment of wakefulness has so many gifts that offer energy and delight. 

 

Yet, too often they seem unavailable 

as the weight of our troubles press down on us. 

The threats to our well-being, real or exaggerated, 

feel like mosquitoes in the night looking for a place to land. 

Minds become captive to rising flood waters: forceful, murky, threatening and ominous. 

 

Even in moments of great danger, the direction of attention is a choice. 

Fear can dominate the mind, binding it like a straitjacket. 

Or love can unbind it and open it to resource and opportunity. 

The soil of the mind can be watered with kindness. 

The thorns can be removed one by one to appreciate the buds ready to flower. 

 

Great possibilities await us even if all we can see is the cliff before us. 

The grandeur of life, of which we are a part, 

scatters rainbows in every direction, even as the deluge approaches. 

Holding reality and possibility together is the holy, hope-filled work of humanity 

 

[May] we choose it, again and again, in love. 

 

Amen. 

 

Readings 
“Don’t Worry” 

Christopher Bursk 

 

Letters, 1941-1985 

Italo Calvino 

 

Our first reading is a poem by Christopher Bursk entitled “Don’t Worry,” which traces a thought pattern 

that will be familiar to many of us. 

 

“What good is it to worry?  

Thoughtless advice. Of course  

you should get out of bed and sit by the window  
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and think and think. Do this 

all night if you have to. Go back over  

old ground. I can’t complain  

your father liked to say,  

but of course he could  

and did. Worrying  

is one advantage  

a human has over radishes and geodes  

and garden slugs. Can a flower  

stay up all night and fret  

about what it should have said and didn’t?  

Does a tree argue with itself  

over whether it is giving its leaves too much  

or too little independence?  

Will the fire second-guess itself  

and stop to apologize  

to the log, the house, the child it has seized?  

And the stars?  

They go on stupidly burning.  

You look out your window.  

Your son is not home. It’s been hours  

since the boy slammed the door and drove off  

and all you can think of  

is wet roads and your son’s foot heavy on the pedal.  

Imagine each curve of the highway. Each  

disaster. Go ahead:  

worry. You are not starlight.  

Not the tree you gaze at. The wind, all night, 

mistaking compliance  

for surrender, goes on tugging at leaves  

acting as if it could  

shake loose  

the grip of the old maple,  

tries to  

lift the branches out of the tree’s sure grasp.”  

 

Such an experience of worry leads to “a sleepless night.” But sometimes worry lasts for more than one night. 

Sometimes it becomes a way of thinking and being. In January of 1950, the twenty-six-year-old journalist, 

Italo Calvino, wrote a letter to his friend Mario Motta. Basically, he was setting, as a new year’s resolution, his 

intention (remember—that was our theme in January) to persevere (our theme in February) in leading a more 

balanced life (our theme in March) in which he would worry less and work on a novel.  

 

Calvino wrote to Motta: 

 

“I would like this to signal the end of “wasted angst” in my life: I’ve never regretted anything so much as 

having particular individual worries, in a certain sense anachronistic ones, whereas general worries, worries 
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about our time (or at any rate those that can be reduced to such: like your problem in paying the rent, for 

instance) are so many and so vast and so much “my own” that I feel they are enough to fill all my 

“worryability” and even my interest and enjoyment in living.  

 

So from now on I want to dedicate myself entirely to these latter (worries)—but I am already aware of the 

traps in this question . . . For that reason I make several plans for myself:  

 

 . . . to maintain my contacts with reality and the world, but being careful, of course, not to get lost in 

unnecessary activities; and also to set up my own individual work . . . as a “scholar,” with systematic readings, 

notes, comments, notebooks, a load of things I’ve never done; and also, eventually, to write a novel.” 

 

That year, Calvino focused his efforts on a fantasy novel to give [his] imagination a holiday after, quote 

“punishing it” with an ill-fated unpublished book that preceded it. His first novel, The Cloven Viscount, was 

published in 1952.  

 
Sermon 
Emerging From Worryability 

Rev. Clare L. Petersberger 

 

One day, after a session of acupuncture, the acupuncturist asked, “Clare, why do you always jump up and 

rush out after a session? Many people take their time getting up and preparing to leave. You might want to 

look at why you leap up and run out.”  

 

So I did look at this. I realized that once I was given the cue to leave, my brain was back in anticipating the 

next thing on my to-do list, whether rush hour traffic had already started, which e-mails I had yet to respond 

to during the day, which calls I needed to return, reminding myself to call the dentist about the tooth that was 

hurting during the treatment.  

 

I was like the poet Danusha Laméris who wrote in her poem, “Thinking,”  

“Don’t you wish they would stop,  

all the thoughts swirling around in your head,  

bees in a hive, dancers tapping their way across the stage?”  

 

She continued, “I should rake the leaves in the carport, buy Christmas lights.” Her thoughts turn to 

questions, from “Was there really life on Mars?” to “What will I cook for dinner?” Then her thoughts turn to 

“shoulds:” “I walk up the driveway put out the garbage bins. I should stop using plastic bags, visit my friend 

whose husband just left her for the Swedish nanny. I wish I hadn’t said Patrick’s painting looked ‘ominous.’ 

Maybe that’s why he hasn’t called.” Then her thoughts turn to other catastrophes: “Does the car need oil 

again? There’s a hole in the ozone the size of Texas and everything seems to be speeding up.” But she ends 

with an invitation, “Come, let’s stand by the window and look out at the light on the field. Let’s watch how 

the clouds cover the sun and almost nothing stirs in the grass.”  

 

The acupuncturist was extending a similar invitation to me—not necessarily to stand by a window but to be 

in the moment—mindful of the here and now, not anticipating the next thing, and the next, immediately 

formulating a list of shoulds, and anticipating things that could go wrong.  
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In terms of human evolution, our fears and worries served a purpose. When our human ancestors sensed a 

threat, their bodies produced adrenaline, which brought blood to their muscles so that they could respond to 

the perceived danger with speed and strength. Happily, most of us do not have literal lions, tigers, or bears 

chasing us today. But we may still have those ancient limbic thought patterns to brace ourselves for 

imminent, yet now imaginary, danger. As a result, in recent years, we’ve learned more about the stress 

hormone cortisol and the toll it takes on our bodies.  

 

This is not to say that we don’t have real stressors. Nor is it to suggest that we will be able to eliminate all 

stress from our lives. But, like Italo Calvino, it is worth exploring our worryability quotient. I love that word 

he coined, “Worryability.” How DO our thought patterns contribute to “worthless angst?”  

 

In the first century, the Roman philosopher, Seneca, wrote to his friend Lucilius: “What I advise you to do is, 

not to be unhappy before the crisis comes; since it may be that the dangers before which you paled as if they 

were threatening you, will never come upon you; they certainly have not yet come. Accordingly, some things 

torment us more than they ought; some torment us before they ought; and some torment us when they ought 

not to torment us at all. We are in the habit of exaggerating, or imagining, or anticipating, sorrow.”  

 

Have you ever found yourself doing this? Imagining or anticipating sorrow like Christopher Bursk did in his 

poem “Don’t Worry?” He stayed up all night, gripped with fear, worrying about the safety of his son, 

engaging in anticipatory grief. And yet there is no indication in the poem that anything ever actually happened 

to his son.  

 

I resonate with this poem. I remember the day my late husband was diagnosed with melanoma. That night I 

paced the floor like a caged animal. My great uncle had died within seven months of being diagnosed with 

melanoma. So in my mind I catastrophized that Tom would die within seven months. As a result, I was 

unhappy before the crisis came. Tom, in fact, lived for over three more years. So I understand what Seneca 

meant when he said we suffer more often in imagination than in reality.  

 

Reality is frequently more bearable than our worries and fears about the future allow us to believe. Nineteen 

centuries later, the Reverend James Gordon Gilkey wrote about “Breaking the Grip of Worry.” He began 

with the anonymous quip, “I’ve had a lot of worries in my life, most of which never happened.” Then Gilkey 

presented a worry table created by someone who was trying to separate useless worries from useful worries. It 

included: Worries about disasters which, as later events proved, never happened. About 40% of my anxieties.  

Worries about decisions I had made in the past, decisions about which I could now of course do nothing. 

About 30% of my anxieties. Worries about possible sickness and a possible nervous breakdown, neither of 

which materialized. About 12% of my worries. Worries about my children and my friends, worries arising 

from the fact I forgot these people have an ordinary amount of common sense. About 10% of my worries. 

Worries that have a real foundation. Possibly 8% of the total. Gilkey then observed that if we could all focus 

on worries in category number 5, that have a real foundation, we would be free from worry 92% of the time.  

 

This is, of course, easier said than done. To help his eleven-year-old daughter to separate useless worries from 

useful ones, the author, F. Scott Fitzgerald, created a list. On the things not to worry about were: popular 

opinion, dolls, the past, the future, growing up, anybody getting ahead of you, triumph, failure (unless it 

comes through your own fault), mosquitoes, flies, insects in general, parents, boys, disappointments, 

pleasures, or satisfactions.  
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Things to worry about included courage and horsemanship. But then Fitzgerald gave his daughter some 

“thinks” as we heard Jo-Jo sing in our Time for All Ages. Fitzgerald gave his daughter two questions: “Am I 

trying to make my body a useful instrument or am I neglecting it?” And “Do I really understand about people 

and am I able to get along with them?” So in addition to somewhat humorous list of important worries and 

unimportant worries, Fitzgerald gave his daughter important questions—not specific answers, but 

questions— to help her to emerge into becoming herself.  

 

From our reading, Italo Calvino discovered at the age of 26 that he was engaging in “wasted angst” that was 

preventing his creativity from emerging. So he changed giving all his energy to journalistic work he found less 

meaningful in order to give attention to a fantasy novel which brought him joy. And he discovered he could 

still could pay the rent!  

 

What helps you to emerge from worryability, or at least to free yourself to think about only the 8% of worries 

that have a real foundation? Some people engage in the practice of a “worry jar” such as the one on the cover 

of your order of service. They literally write down their worries, place them in a jar, and close the lid. If 

anxious thoughts recur, they remind themselves that the worries are in the jar and will be attended to later on.  

 

Others, in the spirit of the poet Christopher Bursk’s observation that “Worrying is one advantage a human 

has over radishes and geodes and garden slugs,” give themselves permission to worry about the future—for 

15 minutes in the morning and 15 minutes in the evening. A Dutch clinical psychologist, Ad Kerkhof, 

explains this practice: “Your worries relate to real and practical problems in your life, so you cannot rid 

yourself of them altogether, but you can learn to control when you think about them . . . ” He went on to 

describe how: “As soon as the 15 minutes is up in the morning or evening, you must stop worrying, and 

whenever those worries come back into your head, remind yourself that you can’t contemplate them again 

until your next worry time. You have given yourself permission to postpone your worrying until the time of 

your choice.” Kerhkof concluded, “Remarkably, it can work. It puts you in control.”  

 

The artist Andrew Kuo created a visual wheel of worry. He included the subjects which are of concern to him 

when falling asleep: “Loneliness, death, money, bedbugs, and the New York Knicks.” My husband Don’s 

practice to shift from the day’s worries to a deep sleep is to visualize kittens. He reports it is impossible to be 

worried when you are imagining kittens playing. My way of shifting my monkey mind at night is to make a 

gratitude list. It is impossible to be anxious and grateful at the same time.  

 

The practice the 20th century philosopher Alan Watts encouraged for living in an age of anxiety was to 

become more aware of the present moment. He observed that most of us live our lives striving for a safe and 

secure future. But this is not reality. In reality, everything changes. He writes, “The notion of security is based 

on the feeling that there is something within us which is permanent, something which endures through all the 

days and changes of life. We are struggling to make sure of the permanence, continuity, and safety of this 

enduring core, this center and soul of our being which we call ‘I.’ For this we think to be the real person— 

the thinker of our thoughts, the feeler of our feelings, and the knower of our knowledge.” Watts continues, 

“We do not actually understand that there is no security until we realize that this ‘I’ does not exist. All that 

really exists is the present moment.”  

 

Watts goes on to write, “We know no other moment than the present moment. It is always dying, always 

becoming past more rapidly than imagination can conceive. Yet at the same time it is always being born, 

always new, emerging just as rapidly from that complete unknown which we call the future. Thinking about it 
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almost makes you breathless.”  

 

Yes, and thinking about how experience is momentary probably takes you out of yourself and your 

worryability. One of the things that struck me reading philosophers, poets, and theologians describe the 

human experience of worry is how lonely and isolating worry is. Seneca observed “that we suffer more often 

in imagination than in reality.” Horton felt “I'm alone in the universe,  so alone in the universe.”  

 

Christopher Bursk stayed up all night spinning stories to himself about the fate of his son. I jumped off an 

acupuncture table worried about rush hour traffic and the to-do list. Italo Calvino confessed how he struggled 

to maintain contact with reality and with the world. Alan Watts pointed out that while we cling to an “I” that 

moves through time towards a secure future, no such thing exists.  

 

All we have is this moment—and each other. Relationships also help us to emerge from worryability. Our 

family, friends, co-workers, neighbors, and the people sitting around us today remind us that we WILL be 

able to handle whatever the future brings.  

 

My acupuncturist asked me why I was always running to the next thing—and reactivating my adrenal system 

which she had just worked to calm down. Danusha Lameris offers the invitation to her anxious self to get 

back in right relationship with the present moment and with nature: “Come, let’s stand by the window and 

look out at the light on the field. Let’s watch how the clouds cover the sun and almost nothing stirs in the 

grass.” Socrates reminds Lucilius that he should weigh his hopes—not just his fears. Horton meets JoJo and 

finds someone who believes in him. Christopher Bursk clearly loves his son. Italo Calvino reached out to 

Mario Motto to share his struggle with worthless worry and to be held accountable for writing a novel. Alan 

Watts wrote for his readers about how to discover freedom from anxiety by living in the present moment. 

Our relationships help us to emerge from worryability.  

 

We are NOT alone. The light of love surrounds us; love enfolds us; the power of love protects us; love 

watches over us. Wherever we are, love is!  

 

Closing Words 
Rev. Gary Kowalski 

 

With faith to face our challenges,  

With love that casts out fear and worry, 

With hope to trust tomorrow, 

We accept this day as the gift it is— 

A reason for rejoicing. 

 

GO NOW IN PEACE. 

 

 

                     


